Reallocate assetts... save $$$... buy more computer and bicycle stuff... or reTIRE early...

Free (:-) Financial Sanity and Survival Info:
Up-sizing the Downsized...
Don’t Have A Car, Man!, if you can.

If not, www.autobuyology.org

The average (not SUVs or luxury models) lifetime cost for auto ownership and operation
now exceeds $400,000, more than twice the cost of medianpriced American homes.
The automobile is the most costly purchase (de-investment) many of us will make over
a lifetime... However, to the Car Deal Literate, automobile related costs offers one of the
best opportunities to conserve personal, family, and social resources.
American auto consumers are ripped-off of more than $22 billion annually due to fraud
alone in auto sales and service practices. Legal, but unfair and manipulative car deal
tricks costs billions more.
Forty percent of auto repairs are unnecessary, costing consumers $40 billion annually.
© and
Seventy percent of tested auto technicians in California were unable to diagnose
repair routine auto maintenance and repair problems.
Perhaps the best tip for avoiding the costly dings in auto deals is simply a friendly
reminder to make the “Car-Deal-Literacy-to-Library-Connection,” in order to avoid the costs
of chronic car deal illiteracy syndrome, which remains at epidemic levels in America. There
are many good books on auto buying and ownership on bookstore and library shelves
written with you the consumer in mind to help your friends and families cope with the upprofited, downsized “gobble” economy of the new millennium.
Take the Ph.D. crash course in Car Deal Literacy 101-- Erase Chronic Car Deal Illitearcy
Just go there... This free financial aid and consumer survival tip is brought to you by:

CARveat Emptor©
Buyer Beware -- Tricks of the Great American Car Deal
The rEvolutionary “its not pretty, its ranty and chaotic, but it kicks car deal tailpipe for family
and village values” free, non-commercial web site,-- helping to level the car deal battlegound for
consumers... find it only on-line by name... free info while supplies last...
don’t wait to become car deal literate.. the most common car deal mistate.

Pass it around... Share it... Test drive it today... Take’er for a spin...
Copy, post, circulate, share... Reduce, reuse, restore, recreate, recycle...

